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documents. (If  drawn they should be bold in black ink on white paper, feint-ruled graph paper or tracing paper.) Photographs
should be sent as tif  or jpg files on CD or on email if  the files are small; photographs can also be submitted as high resolution
black and white glossy prints of  good contrast. The place of  the illustration should be indicated in the margin of  the text. Mark
each illustration with the author’s name and its number lightly in pencil on the reverse. Type citations on a separate sheet and
include full details of  the sources. Permission to reproduce material is entirely the author’s responsibility and should be cited
where given. Xerox copies may be sent with article on first submission, or pdf  files.

The editor requires the final agreed version of  the manuscript to be supplied double spaced and always in electronic form
as a Word document with appropriate electronic artwork files. Place your institutional address and acknowledgements at the
end of  your paper before the notes. Do not include acknowledgements or your own address as part of  the first note.
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Editor is otherwise informed. 
© British Society for the History of  Science. The British Society for the History of  Science retains copyright for all articles
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